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Var(X) = σ2 = Σ [ xi – E(x) ]2 * P(xi) = Σ [ xi – μx ]2 * P(xi)



OUTLINE

• Silage research objectives

• Design of experiments to meet
objectives

• Sampling silage

• Thoughts on statistical analyses



FORMULATING 
OBJECTIVES

Requirements:

• Clear

• Realistic

• Relevant



EXAMPLES
• “To investigate effects of inoculation of alfalfa with 

Lactobacillus plantarum on silage fermentation 

quality” Clear, not realistic, relevant?

• “To investigate effects of inoculation of alfalfa 
FSG229CR with L. plantarum on silage fermentation 

quality harvested at 55% DM in Dade County (WI, USA) 

in 2010 and 2011 on silage fermentation quality” 

Clear, realistic, local relevance only

• “To investigate effects of inoculation of alfalfa 

FSG229CR with L. plantarum on silage fermentation 

quality harvested at 55% DM in Dade County (WI, USA) 

and in Kings County (CA, USA) in 2010 and 2011 on 
silage fermentation quality.” Clear, realistic, more 

relevant



DESIGN OF SILAGE
EXPERIMENTS

Silage studies are influenced by a unique combination of 
conditions which lead from a sown crop to a silage.

• How to represent farm conditions?

• Treatment interactions are likely

- general conclusions can often not be drawn



The reality 1



The reality 2



The laboratory



REVIEW OF THE 
LITERATURE

• 13 papers out of 296 (2004-2014) were retrieved from 
the literature and scrutinized

• Variability due to treatment and due to measurement
were often counfused

• Descriptions of statistical analyses were often
incomplete



INTERACTION TO 
CONSIDER
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DESIGN ISSUES TO
CONSIDER

• Crop: responsiveness, relevance

• Silo type: farm or laboratory size?

• Oxygen availability

• Replication: crops, years, fields, plots, silos, analyses, ...



TRUE AND ANALYTICAL
REPLICATES

• Both are needed but for different reasons



TRUE REPLICATES

• Account for inherent random variation but not 
variation due to assignable causes (treatment, 
year, harvest date, plant species, silo sampling 
site, etc.)

• Required for analysis of variance testing



ANALYTICAL REPLICATES

• Account for inherent random variation due to 
measurements performed

• May be required to reduce overall variance

• Are not statistical units, except in methods evaluations -
must be averaged!



POTENTIALLY TRUE
REPLICATES

• Plots on the same field

• Different bales from the same field

• Samples of the same crop taken 
simultaneously from different fields 

• Repeated applications of additive by a 
field applicator

• Multiple “buried bags” in a site of a farm-
size silo 



ANALYTICAL REPLICATES

• Replicated chemical analyses of a sample

• Sub-samples from a single batch of forage ensiled 
separately in mini-silos



EXPERIMENTS ON FARM-
SIZE SILOS

• Necessary to gain information on reality

• Replication very difficult (Borreani et al., 2007)
– multiple silos
- dividing the horizontal silo (difficult) 
- buried bags 

• Farm studies are useful for meta-analysis but may 
be difficult to publish
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Burying the Bags



Recovering the Bags





ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE WITH
AND WITHOUT REPLICATES

a) Without replicates

Item No. DF

Crops 4 3

Treatment 3 2

C*T 6

Error 0

Total 12 11

b) With replicates

Item No. DF

Crops 4 3

Treatment 3 2

Bales 4

C*T 6

Error 36

Total 48 47



ANOVA WITH AND WITHOUT
COVARIATE

a) Without a covariate

Item No. DF

Crops 4 3

Dose 3 2

C*D 6

Error 0

Total 12 11

b) With a covariate

Item No. DF

Crops 4 3

Dose* 1

C*D 3

Error 4

Total 12 11

*Dose used as covariate



SAMPLING SILAGE



OBJECTIVES FOR 
SAMPLING

• Analyse composition relative to location on/in the face 
(horizontal silo)

• Study composition of the silage being fed to the cows 
within and/or among days

• Obtain an average value of the entire silage mass. 



SAMPLING BEFORE ENSILING TO 
PREDICT AVERAGE SILO 

COMPOSITION (1)

• Take samples of incoming loads

• Some vertical compositional distribution 
may be possible to estimate in a vertical
silo 



SAMPLING BEFORE ENSILING TO 
PREDICT AVERAGE SILO 

COMPOSITION (2)
• If no effluents: 

nitrogen, fiber, ash, lipids, etc. can often be 
predicted (Huhtanen et al., 2005) but
concentrations will increse due to CO2 losses

• Fermentation products cannot (yet) be 
predicted (Mogodiniyai Kasmaei et al., 2013)

• Total fermentation products and pH are related
to DM content



SAMPLING SILOS PRIOR 
TO OPENING

Silo type Ease

Mini-silos Simple

Bales, tubes Possible

Horizontal silos Difficult (limited depth)

Vertical silos Impossible



SAMPLING SILO STRUCTURES 
AFTER OPENING

Silo type Technique

Bales, tubes Mixer wagon 

Horizontal silos Mixer wagon: day-to-day variation

Face sampling: top-bottom 
variation

Vertical silos Mixer wagon



MORE SAMPLING 
INFROMATION ON LARGE

HORIZONTAL SILOS

Nordic Feed Science Conference 2015:

Peter Robinson - 'Shrink' in Maize Silage Piles



VARIATION IN SILAGE
COMPOSITION

Adapted from Weiss et al., 2014; 

2 farm duplicates x 2 lab duplicates x 14 days x 8 farms = 448 analyses
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SOME THOUGHTS ON 
STATISTICAL ANALYSES



HOW TO DESIGN A STUDY 
AND ANALYSE THE DATA?

• Establish a good working
relationship with a statistician!

• Learn from each other!



HOW TO DESCRIBE THE 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS?

• Total no of observations 

• Total no of statistical units and which 
replicates were averaged

• How the observations were distributed 
on the different factors

• Describe the model

• Which factors were fixed vs random

• Covariates or contrasts included

• Report procedure

• Report software



META ANALYSIS

• Simple one treatment and control
comparisons seem to work well
(Wilkinson & Fenlon, 2013; Kleinschmit & 
Kung, 2006)

• Identification of the underlying reasons for 
ensiling results seems to be difficult due to
lack of information
(Mogodiniyai Kasmaei et al., 2013)



PROBLEMS OF ”HOT SPOTS” 
AND MEANS

Unit Sample Mean pH

A B C Arithmetic Geometric

pH 4 4 7 5.0 (4.8)

[H] 1E-04 1E-04 1E-07 4.2 5.0

Unit/w Sample Mean 10LogCFU

A B C Arithmetic Geometric

10LogCFU 1 2 6 3.0 (2.3)

CFU 10 100 1000000 5.5 3.0



SOME CONCLUSIONS

• Objectives – clear, realistic and relevant

• Design – consider interactions, replicates, 

crop responsiveness, farm relevance and 

make friends with a statistician

• Replicates – true and analytical replicates 

are both needed but for different reasons

• Sampling silos – method will vary 

depending on silo type and objectives



SOME CONCLUSIONS

• Variation in silage composition (DM & NDF) 

– 70-90% due to day-to-day and sampling

• Avoid multiple range tests and use 
covariates or contrasts when possible

• Describe the statistical analysis in detail

• Make data available for meta-analyses



The end


